
Демонстрационный вариант 

работы по иностранному языку для учащихся 6-х классов 

1 вариант 

 

Vocabulary 

1. You should walk only on ........ . 

A level crossing B cycle lane C parking lot D pavement 

2. Can you ........the butter, please? 

A chop B beat C melt D grate 

3. The ancient Egyptians ........ crops such as wheat. 

A hunted B created C made D grew 

4. I like ........ eggs and salmon for breakfast. 

A baked B poached C thick D creamy 

5. When a volcano ……… , it throws out lava, ash, and gases. 

A lights B erupts C attracts D wipes out 

6. I'm just going to shop ........ souvenirs. 

A of B at C on D for 

7. Misha spent the day ………. in the mountains. 

A fencing B trekking C sailing D diving 

8. The blue whale is a(n) ........ species. 

A challenging B endangered C disaster D homeless 

9. A bite from a(n) ........ spider can be dangerous. 

A fatal B innocent C poisonous D strange 

10. We often go to the seaside to ........ from the hustle and bustle of the city 

A get off B cut off C escape D run 

 

Grammar 

11. It is the ….. night club in town. 

A worse B worst C bad 

11. The children ................................. TV very often. 

А don’t watch B doesn’t watch C not watch 

13. Artemiy prefers …. cola. 

A drink B drinking C to drink 

14. There aren’t …….. mushrooms in the fridge. 

A any B some C much 

15. Robert eats …….. yoghurt every morning. 

A some B a few C a 

16. ........ (Andrew/visit) the Dead Sea last winter? 

A Was Andrew visiting B Has Andrew visited C Did Andrew visit 

17. I’m sure Ksyusha........ all exams with excellent marks . 

A is passing B will pass C is going to pass 

18. Yesterday I ______ to school early in the morning.   

 A.  comed   B. comes     C.  came 

19 Eve isn’t here. She ........ to the beach. 

A has been B goes C has gone 

20 We stayed in a luxurious hotel ………. was near Venice Beach 

A who B which C where 

 

Reading 

Прочитайте текст и дайте ответ True, False, or Not stated. 



 

The Ice Hotel 
Are you into skiing? Is winter your favorite time of year? If you like snow and ice, maybe you 

should stay at the Ice Hotel in Quebec, Canada. But, you can only check in to this 

hotel during the winter. Why? Because this hotel is made entirely of ice and snow! 

This amazing hotel is built every December. It has thirty-two rooms, and eighty people can stay 

there each night. 

The hotel has a movie theater, an art gallery, and a church. Of course, all of these parts of the 

hotel are made of ice. In fact, all the furniture, art, lights, and even plates and drinking glasses 

are made of ice. 

Because this hotel is so unusual, it has become very popular. People from all over the world 

come to the Ice Hotel to look at the fantastic ice art, drink and eat from designer ice dishes, and 

experience the unique atmosphere. Some couples have even got married in the hotel’s ice 

church. 

However, all the guests keep their winter coats on! Because of all the ice, the temperature inside 

the hotel is always between -2 and -5oC. Surprisingly, sleeping is not a problem in the freezing 

cold 

 

1. The part of the hotel is made of wood. 

2. This hotel is built every first month of winter. 

3. There is a cinema in the hotel. 

4. You can eat ice cream there every day. 

5. It’s always cold inside.                                   
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Vocabulary 

1. You must always use only the…….. when you go somewhere by bike. . 

A level crossing B cycle lanes C zebra crossing D pavement 

2. I like ........ eggs for breakfast. 

A baked C scrambled B thick D creamy 

3. Can you ........ these onions, please?  

A chop B beat C melt D pour 

4. The pilgrims ........ crops such as corn.  

A hunted B created C made D grew 

5. Yellowstone National Park ........ many tourists every year.  

A enjoys C shares B attracts D encourages 

6. We went on holiday and had the ........ of our lives!  

A experience C tour B journey D time 

7. The blue whale is a(n) ........ species. 

A challenging B endangered C disaster D homeless 

8. I'm just going to shop ........ souvenirs. 

A of B at C on D for 

9. The county ........ from floods every year.  

А. rebuilds C suffers B challenges D destroys 

10. We often go to the seaside to ........ from the hustle and bustle of the city 

A get off B cut off C escape D run 

 

Grammar 



11. It is the …….. shopping centre in town.  

A better B best C good 

12. Michael and Rene are at the sports centre. They ........................................... tennis. 

A play B are playing C is playing 

13. This soup is …….. salty. 

 A enough B too C much 

14. Are there …….. tomatoes in the sauce?  

A some B any C a 

15. The pilgrims .............................................  from England to North America in 1620 

A. sailed B. was sailing C. were sailing 

16. When he ........ in Peru, he will call me. 

 A arrive B will arrive C arrives 

17.  That’s a nice souvenir. I ........ it!  

A going to buy B am buying C will buy 

18. A museum is a place ........ you can see lots of statues.  

A which B who C where 

19. If I go to Paris, I ........ the Eiffel Tower.  

A visit B will visit C would visit 

20. Eve isn’t here. She ........ to the beach. 

A has been B goes C has gone 

 

Reading 

Прочитайте текст и дайте ответ True, False, or Not stated. 

 

The Lovely Banana 

Bananas are popular all over the world. What a wonderful fruit the bananas! Its three colours tell 

you how ripe it is. Green means go, as in"go and find another banana". Yellow means "eat me". 

Brown means "eat me but don't bother chewing before you swallow . The only thing that could 

make a banana more user-friendly is if you could eat the peel. Plus, a banana is neat to eat. When 

you bite into it, you don't have to worry about juice all over yourself and your neighbours (like 

oranges or grapefruit, for example). And it's a silent food - you can chew it as long as you like 

without driving your neighbours crazy with crunching sounds (like apples or carrots, for 

example). Finally, it's easy to cut - you don't need a knife. You can slice it with a fork or a spoon, 

if you like. You're never too young or too old to eat bananas. Babies eat mashed bananas before 

their teeth grow in. Great-great-grandparents eat mashed bananas after their teeth fall out. The 

banana is various. You can fry it, bake it, mash it, or eat it raw. You can slice it and put it on your 

breakfast cereal. At lunchtime you can have a raw banana as a snack, or make a peanut butter 

and banana sandwich, or eat a bag of dried bananas. You can add a banana to your ice cream for 

dessert and call it a banana split. On weekends you can order a banana milkshake at your local 

restaurant. Bananas give us lots of vitamins A and C. The price of bananas is low. So,millions of 

people enjoy this fantastic fruit. 

1. By the colour of a banana you can see how ripe the fruit is. 

2. When you eat bananas, you make a lot of noise 

3. Bananas are very soft to cut and to eat. 

4. Bananas are a good dish for dinner. 

5. Bananas are cheap. 
 


